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EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION OF INTERFACIAL FRACTURE
PARAMETERS AND CRACK INITIATION UNDER MECHANICAL

AND THERMOMECHANICAL LOADING
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J. K. Sinha
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Auburn University

Auburn University, Alabama, USA

Mechanically and thermomechanically stressed interface cracks in adhesively bonded
( )bimaterials PMMA-aluminum with a large elastic and thermal property mismatch are

( )experimentally studied. The elasto-optic effects are mapped as s q s contours in thex y

PMAA halves and interfacial fracture parameters are estimated. Crack initiation under
mechanical and thermomechanical loading conditions are shown to be controlled by
different micromechanical processes. The results suggest that the micromechanical
unlocking of microcavities and microprotrusions along the interface is primarily respon-
sible for failure initiation under thermomechanical loading conditions. This is unlike the
mechanical loading situations wherein fracture toughness is derived primarily from the
breakage of interlocking microentanglements. The measured values of the fracture

( i e )parameter D Im Ka due to a temperature rise is a constant and much higher than itsT

( ( ) ) ( i e ) <real counterpart D c a f 76 y 82 8 . The D Ka thus obtained are much lowerc rT T

than the mechanical counterparts.

Adhesively bonded bimaterial systems are used in many engineering applications.

In these, interfaces tend to be the planes of weakness due to the presence of

disbonds. Owing to the mechanical and thermal properties mismatch, interfacial

defects often experience severe stresses during service. In recent years a number of

bimaterial fracture mechanics investigations specifically dealing with interface

cracks subjected to mechanical loading have been reported. It is generally observed
that cracks or disbonds laying along interfaces undergo mixed-mode deformations

owing to the elastic properties mismatch. Hence, fracture toughness of interfaces

depend on mode-mixity, which in turn depends on the elastic mismatch. Williams

w x1 first demonstrated the characteristic oscillatory singularity of bimaterial inter-

w xface cracks. Rice and Sih 2 developed explicit relations for two-dimensional near

w xtip stress fields. Several studies 3 ] 9 reported since address specific issues pertain-
s .ing to i modeling crack tip deformations and characterizing crack tip fields using

s .complex stress intensity factors and ii developing testing methods and fracture
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specimens to evaluate interface fracture toughness as a function of mode-mixity.

w x w xHutchinson and Suo 10 and Rice 11 reviewed the progress of interfacial fracture

mechanics in recent years.

The fracture parameters and the failure mechanisms when interfaces are

subjected to combined thermal and mechanical loads depend both on thermal and

elastic properties mismatch as well as the nature of the bond, namely, mechanical

interlocking, diffusion, adsorption, and chemical, for example. Owing to the com-

plexity of the problem, relatively fewer studies can be found on this topic. The

effect of thermal load on interface crack was investigated analytically by Brown

w x w xand Erdogan 12 and more recently by Kuo 13 . Finite element analysis is carried

w xout by Kokini 14 to study the effect of transient thermal load in ceramic-metal

w xbimaterials. Kokini and Smith 15 studied the effects of bond thickness and heat

flux direction on the interfacial crack tip fields using photoelasticity. Interfacial

crack growth in thermomechanically loaded bimaterial joints were examined nu-

w xmerically by Hermann et al. 16 .

In this article, optical measurement of stresses and fracture parameters for

cracks lying along interfaces in mechanically and thermomechanically stressed

bimaterial systems is reported. Relative characteristics of stress fields and failure

mechanisms are studied in these two situations. Of primary interest are failure of

interfaces, which derived strength from micromechanical interlocking. Edge-bonded

interfacial systems consisting of PMMA-aluminum sheets are studied. The bimate-

rial system offers a large stiffness mismatch as well as a large thermal properties

mismatch across the interface. First, a full-field optical method, Mach-Zehnder
s .interferometry MZI , is developed for studying local stress fields near interface

cracks. The method offers high-sensitivity and real-time stress measurement capa-

bilities. MZI is first used to measure interfacial crack tip stresses in three-point

bend specimens, and critical values of fracture parameters are assessed. Subse-

quently, transient thermal stresses induced by heating the aluminum halves of

three-point bend specimens are mapped using MZI. Estimates of stress intensity
s .factors SIFs are obtained by analyzing the interference patterns. The fracture

parameters and fracture surface are examined to identify the differences in the

crack initiation mechanisms in mechanical and thermomechanical situations.

MACH-ZEHNDER INTERFEROMETRY

In this section, the working principle and the physical interpretation of interfer-

ence patterns of a MZI are discussed. The optical setup is shown schematically in

Figure 1. The light source is a 10-mW He-Ne laser beam expanded and collimated

to a 50-mm diameter. The interferometer consists of a reference optical path 1 and
s .a test optical path 2 created using two beam splitters BS1,BS2 and two mirrors

s .M1,M2 . The two beams are recombined after M2, and the interference patterns

are recorded using a camera. An optically isotropic transparent fracture specimen

is placed in the test path 2. When 50 r50 beam splitters are used, the complex
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Figure 1. Schematic of Mach ] Zehnder interferometer and experimental setup.

spatial amplitude distribution, E , and E , corresponding to paths 1 and 2, are1 2

s .E s A exp ikl1 0
s .1

s w s . x .E s A exp ik l qD l q n y 1 B2 0 0

where l represents the nominal geometric length of the two paths, D l represents a

constant difference in lengths between the two paths that might result during the
s .alignment of the interferometer, k s 2 p r l is the wave number, and n and B0

are the refractive index and the nominal thickness of the test specimen, respec-
tively. Hence, the intensity distribution on the camera plane corresponding to the

undeformed specimen is

2 s w s . x . s .I s 2 A 1 qcos k D l q n y 1 B 20 0

For constructive interference on the image plane,

w s . xk D l q n y 1 B s 2 Np0
s .3

s .or D l q n y 1 B s Nl0

s .where N is the fringe order N s 0, " 1, " 2, . . . , . Since D l, n , and B are0

constants, N represents a uniform `̀ infinite’ ’ fringe corresponding to the initial

planarity of the object wavefront.
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When the specimen undergoes deformation under isothermal conditions, E2

changes to

EOs . s . s .E s A exp ik l qD l q n y 1 B q d S x, y 4s .2 0 0

EO s .where d S x, y is the optical path change in the specimen due to a combination

of the stress-optic effect and the Poisson effect and is a function of in-plane spatial
s .coordinates x, y of the specimen

1 r 2 1 r 2EO s . s . s . s . s .d S x, y s 2 B n y 1 e d z rB q2 B d n d z rB 5H H0 z 0
0 0

s .The first term in Eq. 5 represents the net optical path difference due to the plate
s s .s s ...thickness change e s 1 rE s y n s q s or Poisson effect. The second termz z x y

s s ..is due to a stress-induced refractive index change s Constant = s q s q s orx y z

the stress-optic effect in the material. Hence, the intensity distribution for the

deformed specimen is given by

2 EOs . s . s .I s 2 A 1 qcos k D l q n y 1 B qd S x, y 6s .0 0

Again, for constructive interference,

XEOs .k D l q n y 1 B qd S s 2 N p0 s .7
Xs .or d S s N y N l s. . l

X s X .where .. , . . s N y N s 0, " 1, " 2, . . . . From the preceding analysis it is clear
EO s .that interference patterns represent contours of constant d S x, y and the

sensitivity of measurement is equal to l per fringe. When mechanical loads are

applied to the transparent object, a combination of stress-optic effect and Poisson
EO s .effect constitute d S as in Eq. 5 . The path difference can be related to the

w x s .mechanical field 5 using plane stress assumptions s s 0 as follows:z

EO s . s .d S s cB s q s s. . l 8x y

where c is the elasto-optic constant for the material. The value of c for PMMA is
y10 2 w xy0.92= 10 m rN 17 .

s TO .It should be noted that the thermo-optical effects d S could also contribute
to the optical path difference. That is, changes in the refractive index and the

s .thickness of the object due to temperature changes D T could contribute to the

optical field. In the presence of such changes, the optical path difference can be

expressed as

total EO TO s .d S s d S qd S s. . l 9

TO s RI B . RI s s s . .s . . Bin which, d S s d S qd S , where d S s d n y 1 rdT D T B and d S0

s s . s .s n y 1 a D T B, where a is the coefficient of thermal expansion of the phase0

.object are the optical path length changes due to temperature-induced refractive

index and thickness changes, respectively.
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INTERFACIAL CRACK TIP FIELDS AND MEASUREMENT OF
FRACTURE PARAMETERS

Mechanically Stressed Bimaterial

s .Bimaterial specimens were made by bonding equal thickness sheets B s 6 mm of
s s ..PMMA and aluminum see Figure 2 a . Special care was exercised while matching

PMMA to avoid machining stresses. The PMMA was machined using a high-speed

s . s . s .Figure 2. a Bimaterial specimen and b typical load vs. displacement plots for bimaterial beams i
s . s .with and ii without a Teflon tape insert. Surface roughness R f 4.5 m m. c Crack tip fringes ofa

s .cB s q s in the PMMA half under mechanical loading.x y
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s .milling 950 rpm during which chilled water mist was used as a coolant. A small
s .depth of cut 250 m m per run and 125 mm rmin feed rate was maintained during

the process. The aluminum half of the specimen was machined and sand blasted
s .roughne ss R f 4.5 m m prior to bonding to promote micromechanical interlock-a

ing, which results in good bond strength. The bonding procedure consisted of in
s .situ polymerization of methylmethacrylate MMA monomer at room temperature.

s .An edge crack along the interface a rWs 0.33 was introduced using soft, pliable
s .Teflon tape thickness - 50 m m during the bonding procedure. The two halves of

the bimaterial were held together during the curing period by applying uniform

pressure on the interface. The applied pressure helped squeeze the Teflon tape to

produce a crack with a much smaller root radius. The Teflon tape used to

introduce the discontinuity in the bimaterials specimens ensured consistent pro-

duction of straight crack fronts. It should be noted that the use of debonding

agents produced the so-called `̀ zero-thickness’’ crack but ensuring a straight crack
front was difficult. The failure response of three-point bend specimens with and

s .without the Teflon tape inserts are shown in Figure 2 b . Evidently, the failure
s .loads peak loads are nearly the same in both the cases.

sThe samples were loaded in a displacement controlled loading cross-head
.speed f 2 mm rmin device. The load cell output and marker signals from a

motorized 35-mm camera were acquired using a data acquisition system. The
marker signal from the camera provided a one-to-one correspondence between the

load levels and the individual frames registered on the film strip. The event was

started by an external trigger and interference patterns were imaged at a framing

rate of 20 frames rmin. A typical fringe pattern in the PMMA portion of the beam
s . s .is shown in Figure 2 c for an applied load Ps 590N. The s q s incrementx y

s .between two successive dark or light fringes is approximately 1.1 MPa.
s .Considering the preceding material the interface 0 - f - p and following

w xRice 11 , the asymptoti c expression for MZI fringes can be derived as

s . e s f y p . y 1 r2 w s s . . xcB s q s s e r A cos y f r2 y e ln r rax y 1

e s f y p . y 1 r2 w s s . . xqe r B sin y f r2 y e ln r ra1

0 w xqr A2

e s f y p . 1 r2 w s s . . xqe r A cos f r2 y e ln r ra3

e s f y p . 1 r2 w s s . . xqe r B sin f r2 y e ln r ra3

1 w s . xqr A cos f4

1 w s . xqr B sin f q ? ? ?4

s .s. . l .. s 0, " 1, " 2, . . . 10
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s .where A and B n s 1, 2, 3, . . . are the constant coefficients of the asymptoticn n

s i e .expansion, A qiB is proportional to the complex stress intensity factor Ka1 1

2 cB
i es .A qiB s Ka1 1 X s .2 p cosh p e

e is the oscillation index

1 m qm k1 2 1
e s ln

2 p m qm k2 1 2

s . s . sm is the shear modulus, and k s 3 y n r 1 qn a s 1: PMMA; a s 2:a a a a
.aluminum for plane stress. For a PMMA-aluminum interface e s 0.098. The crack

s s i e ..tip mode-mixity or phase angle of Ka c and energy release rate G are defined

as

s . y1 w s i e . s i e . x s .c a s tan Im Ka rRe Ka 11

1 KK 1 1 1 1
s .G s s q 12X X2 t /s .E E 2 E Ecosh p e 1 2

where E denotes Young’s modulus. When nonsingular higher order contributionsa
s s ..are negligible compared to the singular term first two terms in Eq. 10 , it reduces

to the so-called K-dominant form.

The images were digitized around the crack tip along discrete radial directions
s . s .to collect fringe location r, f and fringe order .. data. An overdeterministic

least squares routine was used for optical information processing and only the data
s .beyond r rB s 0.5 and between 45 8 and 135 8 , where the deformations are shown

w xto be predominantly two dimensional 8, 9 , were used to estimate the crack tip
parameters. Generally, the exact number of terms required to account for the

nonsingular contributions to the crack tip field is unknown a priori. Therefore,
s s ..higher order terms in Eq. 10 were included sequentially to improve the

agreement between the measured data and least squares fit and simultaneously

achieve numerical convergence of the estimated values of stress intensity factors.

The parameter estimation procedure consisted of minimizing the error function
s . s m w exp x2 expF r, f ; A , B , A , A , B , . . . s p F y F ; F and F are the right-hand1 1 2 3 3 is 1 i i

s . .sides in Eq. 10 , m denotes the total number of data points with respect to the
s .constants of the series A and B n s 1, 2, 3, . . . . Details of the procedure aren n

w xreported elsewhere 8, 9 . A sample result from the fringe analysis corresponding to
s . stwo terms unknown coefficients A , B and five terms unknown coefficients1 1

. s .A , B , A , A , B are shown in Figures 3 a, b , respectively. When only K-domi-1 1 2 3 3

s . s .nant terms in Eq. 10 were used in the analysis, the synthetic fringes solid lines
s .and the digitized data symbols do not agree well with each other. Furthermore,

i e Xs s . .the measured value of Ka s 0.89 qi0.19 MPa m do not match well with the
i e Xw x s . s .computed value 6 of Ka s 1.33 qi0.17 MPa m . When the nonsingular terms
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Figure 3. Least squares analysis to extract interfacial fracture parameters for the case of mechanical
s . s . s .loading. Analysis for a two terms and b five terms. Data within the semicircle r rB s 0.5 are not

used in the analysis.

were considered in the analysis, the match between the data and the synthetic

curves was significantly improved and the measured fracture parameter was
s i e . s ..Ka s 1.33 qi0.25 , which agrees well with the numerical values. Note that in

s .Figures 3 a, b , the semicircle indicates the r rB s 0.5 boundary and the data points

shown within this semicircle were blocked during the analysis; the entire data set is

shown for completeness.

The applied load P was increased monotonically and the load at crack

initiation was noted as P . Subsequently, the energy release rate at crackcry m
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initiation G was calculated. Based on four repeatable tests, in which P wascr

s .applied at a small distance 2 mm away from the interface, P f 925N andcry m
2 2 Xs . s < < .hence the energy release rate A P G f 610 J rm or K f 2.1 Mpa mcr y m cr

Ãs . s s . .at a mode-mixity c a f 10.5 8 or c a s 0.001 m f y10 8 were determined. TheseÃ
values fall within the range of crack initiation toughness values previously reported

w x < <8, 18 for the same bimaterial system. Note that the measured value of K iscr

Xs .somewhat higher than the value for homogeneous PMMA K s 1.8 MPa mIc

w xsubjected to mode-I loading 19 . However, since the interfacial crack tip deforma-
stion is inherently mixed-mode in nature, the presence of shear particularly

Ã. s s . .negative shear c a s 0.001 m s y10 8 on the interfacial plane is known gener-Ã
s < <. w xally to enhance the crack initiation toughness K values 18 .cr

Thermo Mechanically Stressed Bimaterial

The bimaterial fracture specimens used for mapping thermally induced crack tip

stresses have the same dimensions as those used for mechanical loading tests. The

components of the bimaterial system have a large thermal property mismatch. The

ratio of coefficients of thermal expansion for PMMA and aluminum is a : a f1 2

s3.3:1. Also, the thermal conductivity ratio is k :k f 1:8.5; thus PMMA is essen-1 2

.tially a thermal insulator compared to aluminum. Three-point bending specimens
s . swere subjected to different initial loads P and then heated. Two thermofoils 75

.mm= 75 mm were attached to the faces of the aluminum halves away from the

interface for heating the specimen. The nominal resistance of each of the resistors

connected in parallel was 14 V and the supply voltage was 45V. The rate of heating

was controlled by the input voltage using a variac, and temperatures at different

locations across the interface and near the crack tip were measured using T-type

thermocouples. Also, during the experiments the exposed surfaces of the aluminum

half of the specimen were kept thermally insulated. Note that the initial load

applied to the specimen kept the crack `̀open’ ’ during the experiments. Moreover,

for a positive oscillation index e and heat flux from material-2 to material-1, a

small far-field tensile stress is necessary for maintaining the validity of a `̀ small-scale

w xcontact’’ assumption 13 . The influence of the magnitude of the initial load is

discussed later in this section.
s .MZI was used to map interference patterns proportional to s q s near thex y

crack and along the interface. The region of examination was a semicircle of 50-

mm diameter near the interfacial crack tip in the PMMA half of the specimen. The

samples were first subjected to an initial load. The thermomechanical experiments

were then started by an external trigger than initiated a data acquisition system,

voltage supply to the heating elements, and the camera. During the event, the

voltage outputs from the load cell, the thermocouples, and the camera were all

acquired simultaneously. The interference patterns were imaged at a framing rate

of 20 frames rmin. Typical fringe patterns at two different times are shown in
s .Figures 4 a, b for the case of an initial applied load of P rP f 0.25. It iscr y m

important to note the large material properties mismatch between the two materi-
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s .Figure 4. Interfacial crack tip contours of cB s q s in the PMMA half of the specimen when thex y

s . s .specimen is subjected to thermal-mechanical loading: a ts 36 sec and b ts 54 sec.

als and PMMA as being a rather poor conductor of heat; the deformations occur in

PMMA without any significant rise in the temperature in PMMA. The influence of

the thermal field on fringes will be discussed later in this section. The thermocou-

ple data acquired until crack initiation during the experiment is shown in Figure 5.

The measured data indicates a rapid but similar increase in temperature at points

A, B, and C on the aluminum side of the interface. Note that the temperature in

aluminum increases to about 70 8 C, which is substantially lower than the glass-tran-

sition temperature T f 110 8 C for PMMA. During the same time interval, mea-g

s .sured temperatures at three locations D, E, F and on the PMMA side of the

specimen indicate a rather small temperature increase. At a distance of 3 mm
s .r rB s 0.5 the temperature rise is only about 5 8 C.
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Figure 5. Measured temperature data in the vicinity of the interfacial crack and the interface.

s TOTo estimate the influence of the temperature rise on the fringes d S in Eq.
s .. s .9 , an experiment with unbonded and unconstrained bimaterial beam was

s .carried out. The rate of change of refractive index with temperature dn rdT for0

w x y5PMMA is reported 20 to be of the order of y10 r 8 C and the coefficient of

thermal expansion values range between 7.6 y 8.3= 10y5 r 8 C. Hence, this experi-

ment also helped deal with such variations in the thermal properties reported for
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PMMA. The two halves of a mechanically fractured bimaterial were held together

using elastic bands and heated as in bonded bimaterials described earlier. The

interference fringes in the interfacial region at ts 0 and ts 70 sec and the
s .temperature at point E are shown in Figures 6 a ] c . Evidently, the temperature

s s ..rise at point E Figure 6 c is nearly identical to that shown in Figure 5; hence it

could be concluded that an intimate contact between the two halves existed during
sthe experiment. More importantly, a relatively small number of fringes about

s ..three fringes in Figure 6 b are formed along the interface during this period in a

region within the half-plate thickness distance. This suggests that the thermo-optic

effects are relatively small compared to the elasto-optical effects. The primary

reason for this is the refraction index, and thickness changes have opposite signs

and produce self-compensating effect to a large extent. Furthermore, the optical

data for extracting stress intensity factors come from regions beyond the half-plate

s . s .Figure 6. Influence of thermo-optical effects: interference patterns at a ts 0 sec and b ts 70 sec
s .and c temperature rise at point E.
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thickness distance from the crack tip and the interface and hence an analysis based

on elasto-optical effect is sufficient in these cases.
It is evident from Figure 4 that when the temperature rises in the aluminum

half of the specimen, the mismatch in thermal properties introduce additional

stresses along the interface and near the crack tip. The temperature rise introduces

a large relative thermal expansion along the interface, causing an increase in the

crack tip shear deformations. It also introduces a small increase in the load P to

P qD P , where D P is the temperature-induced incremental load due to three-T T

point constraint. Parallel fringes clustered along the interface indicate large stress

gradients perpendicular to the interface and all along the crack tip and represent

dominant interfacial shear effects. One method of extracting interfacial fracture

parameters from these interference patterns is to use the asymptotic expansion
s s ..field Eq. 10 since no additional singularities are introduced by the imposed

w xthermal field 13, 21 . In doing so, however, numerical difficulties due to ill-condi-
tioned matrices were encountered in the least squares analysis due to a large

s .number of higher order terms compared to the mechanical counterpart needed to

fit the optical data satisfactory. A modified approach of using higher order terms

that are specific to a given problem along with K-dominant terms is shown to

w xalleviate this problem 22 . That is, the optical field is viewed as a superposition of

a K-dominant field and the experimentally determined higher order terms specific
to the problem on hand. One can determine the nature of the higher order terms

necessary for analyzing the interface patterns by examining the fringe order

variation across the interface far from the crack tip in an unconstrained bimaterial

specimen. Figure 7 shows fringes across the interface in an unconstrained bimaterial

specimen subjected to heating in the same way three-point bend specimens were

heated. It is evident from the interference pattern away from the crack tip that
fringes are essentially parallel to the interface and a plot of fringe order . . vs.

nondimensional distance yX rB suggests a quadratic higher order term of the type
X s X .2C qC y qC y , where the C s are unknown constants. Thus, by superposing1 2 3 i

the K-dominant field and the observed higher order terms we have

s . e s f y p . y 1 r2 w s s . . xcB s q s f e r A cos y f r2 y e ln r rax y 1

e s f y p . y 1 r2 w s s . . xqe r B sin y f r2 y e ln r ra1

qC qC y qC y2
1 2 3

s .s. . l .. s 0, " 1," 2, . . . 13

where A and B are related to the complex SIF as before. An overdeterministic1 1

s .least squares analysis with basis functions on the right-hand side of Eq. 13 was

used to analyze the digitized fringes obtained from thermal-mechanical tests.

Again, the data in regions potentially affected by crack tip and interface three-

dimensionality were excluded from the analysis. Results from a least squares
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Figure 7. Interference fringes and Fringe order variation across the interface along y
X

away from the

interface crack tip.

analysis for two instances of time are shown in Figure 8 and good agreement

between the fringe data and the fit are evident outside the semicircular region of
s .radius r rB s 0.5 which provided the data for the least squares analysis . In Figure

s i e . s i e .9 the estimated crack tip parameters Ka and D Ka are plotted as a functionT

of temperature near the crack tip. The last data point corresponds to crack

initiation. The temperature-induced deformations affect the imaginary part of the

stress intensity factors as one would expect from the fringe patterns. The real part

of the complex SIF is seen to undergo only a small increase.

Interfacial Crack Initiation

To investigate the failure mechanism associated with adhesively bonded bimaterial

systems subjected to thermomechanical loading, several crack initiation experi-

ments with three different initial loads were carried out. Here the role of thermal

field on crack initiation when the initial applied load is a small fraction of the load

that produces initiation under mechanical loading alone is examined. Results from
s .these experiments with different initial loads at ts 0 sec are listed in Table 1 and

are average values of three to four experiments for each case. It is important to

note that upon heating, crack initiation occurs even when the load P is only a

small fraction of the P value. The results suggest an important differencecry m

w xwhen compared to the previously reported interfacial crack initiation results 8, 18
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s . s .Figure 8. Least squares data analysis of thermal-mechanical fringes: a ts 36 sec and b ts 54 sec.
s .Data within the semicircle r rB s 0.5 are not used in the analysis.

under purely mechanical loading conditions that crack initiation toughness in-

creases with increasing mode-mixity. This difference is potentially due to the crack

initiation mechanism under thermomechanical loading conditions being different

from that for purely mechanical loading conditions. To bring out this difference,

the data from these tests are presented differently in Table 2. In each experiment,
sthe crack initiation was seen to occur at approximately 70 sec e.g., ts 72 sec in

. w s i e . xTable 1 . The corresponding incremental increases D Im Ka are relativelyT

w s i e . xconstant for all the three cases and are substantially higher than D Re Ka T
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s . s .Figure 9. Variation of stress intensity factors with temperature P rP f 0.25 : a total values andcr y m

s .b temperature-induced values.

values. Therefore, it can be concluded that transient heating primarily contributes
s i e .to Im Ka and, hence, the increased crack tip shear deformations. This increase,

< s i e . <however, does not enhance the critical values of Ka in thermomechanical

w xexperiments unlike the mechanical counterparts 18 . Thus, a strong dependence of

crack initiation event on a micromechanical process controlled by the temperature-

induced mismatch can be suspected. In adhesive joints such as the one in question,

w xthe interfacial strength is primarily derived from micromechanical interlocking 23
and other adhesion mechanisms such as adsorption, chemical bonds, diffusion are

X[ ( )Table 1 Overall crack tip parameters at initiation SIFs in MPa m ;
i e X< < ( ) ]P s 925N« Ka f 2.1 MPa m , c a f 10 8crcrI m

i e i es . s . s . s . s .P rP P rP Re Ka Im Ka c acr y m cr cry m cr cr

0.12 0.18 0.28 0.25 42 8
0.25 0.30 0.54 0.28 27 8
0.50 0.54 1.04 0.29 16 8

Table 2 Temperature-induced crack parameters at initiation
i e X( < < )P s 925N; Ka f 2.1 MPa m , c f 10 8crcrI m

i e i es . s . w s . x w s . x s .P rP P rP D Re Ka D Im Ka D c acry m cr cry m T T T

0.12 0.18 0.03 0.23 82 8
0.25 0.30 0.04 0.24 81 8
0.50 0.54 0.06 0.21 75 8
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rather weak. In the present situation, it is plausible that as the temperature in the
saluminum half of the bimaterial system increases, the microcavities due to

.sandblasting of aluminum along the interface expand, resulting in a loss of

interlocking between aluminum and PMMA. Because the thermal conductivity of
sPMMA is approximately one order lower than aluminum although a is about1

.three times that of a , at a microscopic level aluminum cavities expand as the2

temperature rises and thereby disengage from the polymeric protrusions, causing a

loss of mechanical interlocking. The presence of tensile stresses near the crack tip
s .due to the initial load promote the unzipping process by breaking the weak

adhesive bonds, if any, and help the crack to spread. This is supported by the fact

that even a small initial applied load, as small as P rP f 0.12, resulted in crackcry m

sinitiation. Smaller initial loads also produced crack initiation but were optically

difficult to resolve in the present experimental setup. However, the crack initiation

was not optically detected in bonded but unconstrained bimaterial specimens even
.after 180 sec of heating. The preceding failure mechanism is different from the

one that occurs under purely mechanical loading situations where micromechanical

interlocking between microcavities and microprotrusions, and the adhesive bonds

have to be broken for the crack to spread.

To conform this, crack tip regions in mechanically fractured and thermome-

chanically fractured specimens were examined. The fractured surfaces did not show
any significant visible differences when examined macroscpically, and crack propa-

gation was seen to occur along the adhesive and aluminum interface. However, a

microscopic examination of the crack tip region revealed differences. Figures
s .10 a, b show the microgaphs of thermomechanically failed and mechanically failed

s .aluminum halves of the crack tip region, respectively. Figure 10 a shows a region

close to the initial crack tip, and the surface texture essentially represents a typical
sandblast surface. Further, no evidence of PMMA can be found on the fractured

surface, implying a clean separation of the two materials and a crack initiation

mechanism alluded to earlier for thermomechanically loaded specimens. On the
s .contrary, the mechanical counterpart from Figure 10 b shows a difference: there

is evidence of PMMA in the aluminum pits, suggesting a failure event involving

breakage of PMMA microprotrusions locked into the microcavities on the sand-
blasted aluminum face. Such a crack initiation event would obviously require

relatively large crack-driving force quantified earlier.

The crack initiation in thermomechanical experiments is seen to be rather
s i e . s .independent of the initial load P. Hence, D Ka D c was viewed as a potentialT T

crack initiation parameter in these cases. The corresponding value of the crack-
s . 2driving force at initiation was G f 10 J rm . This value is substantially smallercr T

than those reported for this bimaterial system under mechanical loading conditions
s . w xover a wide range of mode-mixities by about one order of magnitude 8, 18 . It

should be recognized that this investigation does not account for any loss of

PMMA stiffness due to temperature rise. Approximately a 20% tensile modulus

reduction for a temperature rise from 24 8 C to 70 8 C is reported1 for acrylics. A
first-order correction to account for this reduction would still produce a signifi-

1
Swedlow, Inc., Garden Grove, CA.
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s .Figure 10. Micrographs of the fractured interface, aluminum half: a thermal-mechanical loading and
s .b mechanical loading.
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cantly lower value of crack initiation toughness compared to the mechanical

counterparts.

CONCLUSIONS

An optical investigation dealing with the assessment of fracture parameters and the

crack initiation mechanism in adhesively bonded bimaterial systems was carried
out. Bimaterial joints with large elastic and thermal properties mismatch, which

derive interfacial strength through micromechanical interlocking were examined.

Under mechanical loading conditions interfacial fracture parameters were ex-

tracted from the optical interference measurements. The interface crack tip was

then studied when subjected to thermally induced stresses by heating the metallic

part of a constrained bimaterial beam. The thermal property mismatch stresses and
hence the shear component of the complex stress intensity factor were affected by

the temperature rise. The interference patterns from thermal-mechanical loading

experiments were analyzed using interface crack tip fields and experimentally

determined higher order terms for estimating fracture parameters.

The critical values of the stress intensity factors and the corresponding mode-

mixities suggest that the crack initiation mechanism under thermomechanical
conditions is different from the mechanical counterparts. The incremental values

s i e . s s i e .of D Im Ka f D Ka due to a temperature rise is constant for all theT T

thermomechanical experiments and potentially a failure characterization parame-

ter under thermomechanical loading conditions. Micrographs of the fractured

surfaces were used to explain the differences. Under thermomechanical situations,

a relative expansion between the microcavities and microprotrusions leads to a loss
of micromechanical interlocking, which in turn increases the susceptibility of the

crack for spreading. This is unlike the purely mechanical loading situations where

fracture toughness is derived from the breakage of the microentanglements. The

presence of crack tip tensile stresses due to the imposed constraint assist in the

crack initiation event.
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